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Abstract: The Semantic Web relies on two layers: XML and RDF. XML
documents are merely trees representing structured data or documents and accessed using XPath. RDF is used for a Web of data and to provide metadata
about data or documents; it is organized as graphs made of collections of elementary triples and can be queried using SPARQL. Based on these two paradigms,
there exist tools and platforms that produce and process both XML and RDF.
When doing information integration and mash-up applications, there are scenarios where we need to query, compare and integrate data coming from both
worlds. In this report we present a seamless way of mixing both paradigms in
SPARQL. Generic extensions to SPARQL are explained, and then we provide
use cases and an application in semantic annotation of textual documents using
NLP techniques.
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Interroger le Web sémantique de données avec
SPARQL, RDF et XML
Résumé :
Le Web sémantique repose sur deux niveaux : XML et RDF.
Les documents XML peuvent être vus comme des arbres qui représentent des
données et des documents structurés pouvant être accédés par XPath. RDF est
utilisé sur le Web sémantique pour exprimer des métadonnées sur des documents
et des données, RDF est organisé en graphes formés à partir de collections de
triplets élémentaires qui peuvent être interrogés avec SPARQL. Des outils et
des plate-formes basés sur ces deux paradigmes produisent et consomment des
énoncés en RDF et en XML. Ainsi, dans les applications qui intègrent ces deux
formalismes, il peut être nécessaire d’interroger et de comparer des données RDF
et XML. Dans ce rapport nous présentons une manière d’intégrer aisément les
deux paradigmes dans SPARQL. Des extensions génériques de SPARQL sont
proposées et nous décrivons des cas d’utilisation ainsi qu’une application pour
la production d’annotations sémantiques à partir de texte.
Mots-clés : Web Sémantique, Web de données, SPARQL, RDF, XPath, XML
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Introduction

The Semantic Web relies on two layers: XML (Extensible Markup Language)
and RDF (Resource Description Framework). XML [BPSM98] is a meta language that enables us to describe structured documents and structured data as
(abstract syntax) trees. The XML tree model is standardized as well as its API
and access languages (e.g. DOM, XPath). XPath [CD99] enables us to query
an XML document by means of paths in its tree structure. It is designed to be
used by other languages such as XSLT or XQuery but also by any framework
that has to point or access to an XML tree. XSLT [Cla99] is the Extensible
Stylesheet Transformation Language. It enables to transform an XML document into another one following transformation rules.
RDF [MMM04] is used for a Web of data and to provide metadata about
data or documents. It is a triple language with a graph model and an XML
syntax. SPARQL [PS08] is a query language that enables us to query RDF
graphs. SPARQL borrows some statements from XPath such as regular expressions syntax, casting functions, etc.
Nowadays, there are tools and platforms that produce and consume XML and
RDF. Hence, there are scenarios, for instance in data integration and mash-up
applications, where we need to query both formalisms, compare and integrate
values coming from both worlds. This work is about integrating these two
paradigms within SPARQL. Furthermore, we show that our approach enables
to integrate other languages such as XSLT, SQL and nested SPARQL.
We have identified several use cases for mixing RDF and XML processing.
The generic case can be summarized as integrating RDF graph-oriented and
XML tree-oriented data processing.

1.1

Use cases

RDF enables to embed structured data as rdf:XMLLiteral datatype values
within RDF triples. However, it must be noted that there is no mean to query
the content of such nested structured data using SPARQL (except using string
operations). Use cases can come from including fraction of XML documents that
are annotated. It can also come from legacy XML format such as STEP/Express
[BLP00] in product engineering. We do not need to translate everything into
RDF when data are available in XML.
However, we would like to access the content of such XML data, compare
values coming from XML with values coming from RDF. For example, given a
resource found in RDF, we may want to retrieve additional features in the XML
description. We may also want to compare XML Literal values.
Another use case may be to construct RDF triples with values coming from
such XML documents using the SPARQL construct clause.
Applications may store XPath expressions in RDF metadata, pointing to
part of the XML document being annotated. We may want to access the content
of the part beeing annotated to perform additional search or to show it in a user
interface.
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1.2

Challenge

In order to process XML documents within SPARQL, some authors propose to
translate XML into RDF. Others propose to integrate XQuery and SPARQL
to query both models, see section 7 on related work below. Our position is
to investigate whether it is possible to query XML data within the SPARQL
framework with a minimum of changes to the language.
Surprisingly, the answer is yes. SPARQL enables to query and compare XML
data with RDF data with two extensions: a new datatype and a new function.
The new function matches an XPath expression on an XML Literal. As XPath
evaluation returns a node-set, we need a new datatype that implements the
node-set within SPARQL filter evaluation framework. We call this new datatype
a sequence. In this paper we show that these two notions enable to query XML
data.
Interestingly, the generic sequence datatype enables us to implement two
more extensions following the same design pattern: nested SPARQL queries
and nested SQL queries. Hence we are able to process legacy data coming from
XML documents and relational database within SPARQL.
To our knowledge, we are the first to propose and implement this solution
within SPARQL and it is the simplest solution that have been proposed so
far. Related works are presented at the end of the paper. We show that this
extension fits perfectly within SPARQL framework and that it does not change
the semantics of graph pattern matching.

2

SPARQL Extension

In this section we first present two generic extensions to SPARQL that are of
particular interest for XML integration within RDF and that will be used in
this paper.

2.1

Select expression

Our SPARQL engine [CFZ07] enables to return evaluable expressions in the
select clause. The syntax is shown below where Constraint is an evaluable
expression and Var is a variable as defined in the SPARQL grammar1:
’select’ ( Constraint ’as’ Var ) *
Example:
select * size(?doc) as ?size
where {
?x :author ?doc
}
Such a variable, e.g. size , is a name used to identify the result returned by
the query. Mutually recursive definitions of variables are forbidden. In addition
and as syntactic sugar, such a variable from the select clause can be used in the
filters of the query, as well as in the order by clause. The variable is statically
1 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query#rConstraint
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rewritten into the expression defined by the select clause. The rewriting takes
place in the select clauses, in the filters and in the order by (i.e. not in the
triples). Hence, this extension is syntactic and it does not modify the semantics
of SPARQL. The example below shows such a variable, size (2), that is reused
in a filter (5):
(1) select *
(2)
size(?doc) as ?size
(3) where {
(4)
?x :author ?doc
(5)
filter(?size > 100000)
(6) }
The query above is rewritten as shown below (5).
(1) select *
(2)
size(?doc) as ?size
(3) where {
(4)
?x :author ?doc
(5)
filter(size(?doc) > 100000)
(6) }

2.2

Construct with select

In addition to evaluable expressions in the select clause, our SPARQL implementation allows us to use a construct clause together with a select clause.
Hence, it is possible to construct triples with resources computed by a function call. In the example below, we construct a triple (2) with a value that is
computed by a function call (5).
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

3

construct {
?doc :size ?size
}
select
size(?doc) as ?size
where {
?x :author ?doc
filter(?size > 100000)
}

XPath in SPARQL

The SPARQL query language enables to query RDF metadata by performing
graph match and filter test. In the example below, we search for a resource
where the phrase property (3) contains the proteins string (4).
(1) select * where {
(2)
?x :author ?doc
(3)
?doc :phrase ?phrase
(4)
filter(regex(?phrase, ’proteins’))
(5) }
RR n° 6847
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In the example above, we suppose that all information is available in RDF.
But it may happen that some information be accessible in XML document. For
example, it may happen that RDF annotates the URI of the document and
that additional informations be within the document. How can we access to
the content of the XML document once we have its URI? In SPARQL, it is not
possible to perform such a simple processing.
We propose to solve this problem with a generic solution. We introduce a
new function xpath in SPARQL with two arguments. The first argument is the
URL of an XML document (or an rdf:XMLLiteral datatype value as we shall
see later). The second argument is an XPath expression. The purpose of this
function is to evaluate the XPath expression against the content of the XML
document (or XML Literal).
Throughout this paper, we use an example in text mining where we manipulate the output of an NLP tool that generates an abstract syntax tree in XML.
We show examples of query that explore this XML document.
<phrase>
<subject>
<label>proteins</label>
<mod><label>Wnt</label></mod>
</subject>
<verb>
<label>play</label>
</verb>
<object>
<label>roles</label>
<mod>
<label>important</label>
</mod>
<mod>
<label>in</label>
<object>
<label>development</label>
<mod>
<label>cartilage</label>
</mod>
</object>
</mod>
</object>
</phrase>
In the example below, we retrieve the URI of documents and we test the
content of the XML documents. We test whether the word proteins is present
somewhere in the XML tree. As we can see, words are stored within label
tags, hence we write an XPath expression that walks through all label tag text
value in the XML tree: /phrase//label/text(). The result of the xpath()
is eventually coerced to a Boolean value indicating whether it succeeded. The
query (1) returns resources that (2) are author of documents that (3) contain
an occurrence of the proteins string within their XML markup.
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(1) select * where {
(2)
?x :author ?doc
(3) filter(xpath(?doc, "/phrase//label/text()") = ’proteins’)
(4) }
Using the extension presented above (function in select), we can return as
result of the query some information from the XML document as shown below.
The query returns as result, line (2), the verb of the phrase.
(1) select *
(2)
xpath(?doc, "/phrase/verb/label/text()") as ?res
(3) where {
(4)
?x :author ?doc
(5)
filter(xpath(?doc, "/phrase//label/text()") = ’proteins’)
(6) }
Surprisingly, we see that (almost) all that is needed is a function, xpath(),
to query XML documents within SPARQL. In fact, something else is needed because some XPath expressions may return more than one result, i.e. a node-set.
This is solved by adding a new datatype, within SPARQL datatype framework,
that implements node-sets, this datatype is called a sequence.
Definition: a sequence is an ordered collection of datatype values or of sequences.
As the definition is recursive, we can have sequences of sequences. We have
extended the SPARQL filter evaluator in the spirit of XPath, in order to process
sequence of values, see section 5.1. When evaluating an expression, if one value
to be compared is a sequence of values, then the comparison will be true if and
only if there is a value in the sequence such that the result of performing the
comparison on the two values is true, using SPARQL standard evaluation rules.
It must be noted that the sequence datatype has a special status as it can
appear only within filters, as a result of a function call, e.g. xpath(), (or within
a select expression). It cannot appear within a triple, hence SPARQL graph
match semantics is not impacted by this extension.
Hence, we can now express our claim: an xpath() function and a sequence
datatype suffice to query XML within SPARQL using XPath.

3.1

Sharing namespaces and variables

Namespace declarations are propagated from the SPARQL query to the XPath
processor. SPARQL query variables are also available in the XPath evaluation.
In the query below, key is the same variable in SPARQL and XPath. The
query retrieves documents where (6) one of the labels in the content has the
same value as (5) the keyword RDF property of the document. The SPARQL
variable value is casted as a string within the XPath processor.
(1) prefix ns: <http://example.org/namespace#>
(2) select *
(3) where {
(4)
?x :author ?doc
(5)
?doc :keyword ?key
RR n° 6847
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(6)
filter(xpath(?doc, "/ns:phrase//*[ns:label = $key]"))
(7) }
We now present some use cases and some extensions in the same spirit.

3.2

XPath expression in RDF metadata

RDF metadata may contain XPath expressions that point to a targeted subpart
of the document that is annotated (e.g. first chapter, second section, third paragraph). A convention would be needed to identify such embedded expressions,
e.g. a specific property. A SPARQL query can retrieve such a metadata with its
associated XPath expression and it is then possible to evaluate the XPath expression on the fly as shown below. First we show an RDF metadata containing
an XPath expression, line (5).
(1) <Person>
(2)
<author>
(3)
<Document rdf:about=’http://example.org#doc’>
(4)
<title>...</title>
(5)
<expression>/phrase/subject/label</expression>
(6)
</Document>
(7)
</author>
(8) </Person>
In the query below, we evaluate the XPath expression, (3) associated with
a metadata, by means (4) of the variable exp. In addition, we use the result of
the evaluation of the path in a filter and we test if it contains an occurrence of
a string using a regular expression.
(1) select * where {
(2)
?x :author ?doc
(3)
?doc :expression ?exp
(4)
filter(regex(xpath(?doc, ?exp), ’protein’))
(5) }

3.3

Query Embedded XMLLiteral

Until now, we have shown examples where we test an XPath expression on an
XML document given its URL. But RDF enables us to embed XML fragments2
into the RDF graph by means of rdf:XMLLiteral datatype values and Literal
parseType syntax as shown below.
<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf=’http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#’>
<Person>
<author rdf:parseType=’Literal’>
<phrase>
<subject>
<label>proteins</label>
<mod><label>Wnt</label></mod>
2 http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-rdf-syntax#xmlliterals
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</subject>
...
</phrase>
</author>
</Person>
</rdf:RDF>
Hence, it is natural to query such an XML fragment that is embedded in the
RDF graph. In itself, it is a sufficient justification to use XPath in SPARQL.
In the query below, ?doc is an rdf:XMLLiteral datatype value, line (3).
(1) select * where {
(2)
?x :author ?doc
(3)
filter(xpath(?doc, "/phrase//*[label = ’proteins’]"))
(4) }
This may be useful for querying an extract of an annotated document that
was included in the metadata. It may also be useful to query additional structured data that does not fit well in the RDF triple formalism and that is embedded as XML markup, e.g. STEP/Express, MathML, etc.

3.4

Query RDFa

XPath can be used to query RDFa [AB08] statements embedded in XHTML
documents. It could also be used to query microformats such as calendar or
vcard.
select * where {
?x :author ?doc
filter(xpath(?doc, "//*[@about and @rel and @href]"))
}

3.5

Select expression

Using evaluable expressions in the select clause, as shown above, enables us to
identify and isolate part of an XML DOM tree using XPath. The result of
the XPath evaluation is stored in a transient value of datatype xsd:string in
case of an XML text node and of datatype rdf:XMLLiteral in case of an XML
element. In this case, the DOM sub-tree is stored in the XML Literal. It is then
possible to evaluate further XPath expressions against this XML Literal. Hence
we can emulate the access to an object in an XML document and then access
to the object’s properties. This is particularly useful when there are other XML
formats than RDF in a Semantic Web application, e.g. XML STEP/Express in
product engineering. In the example below, we isolate an object, phrase (2),
and access its properties: subject (3) and object (4).
(1) select *
(2)
xpath(?doc,
"/phrase") as ?phrase
(3)
xpath(?phrase, "subject") as ?subject
(4)
xpath(?phrase, "object") as ?object
(5) where {
(6)
?x :author ?doc
(7) }
RR n° 6847
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Construct using XPath

In addition to evaluable expressions in the select clause, our SPARQL implementation allows us to use a construct clause together with a select clause.
It is possible to construct triples with resources computed by a function call,
and hence by an XPath. We take into account sequences of values returned by
XPath and then may create several triples accordingly. In the example below,
we construct a triple (2) with a value computed by an xpath function call (5),
hence with a value coming from an XML document.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

construct {
?doc :title ?text
}
select *
xpath(?doc, "/phrase/subject/label") as ?text
where {
?x :author ?doc
}

If the XPath expression returns a sequence of datatype values, we construct
one triple for each value in the sequence. If a triple is constructed with several
arguments that are sequences (e.g. subject and object) we construct one triple
for each tuple of values obtained by enumerating the sequences.

3.7

XPointer

In addition to embedding XPath expressions in RDF, we interpret XPointers
embedded in RDF using an xpointer() function. We can retrieve the portion of the document using an xpointer function call as shown below. The
xpointer function (11) extracts the XPath expression from the URI, here
/phrase/subject/label (05), and interprets the path with the usual xpath
function.
(01) <Person>
(02)
<author>
(04)
<Statement rdf:about=
(05)
’http://example.org/doc#xpointer(/phrase/subject/label)’>
(06)
...
(07)
</Statement>
(08)
</author>
(09) </Person>
(10) select *
(11)
xpointer(?doc) as ?elem
(12) where {
(13) ?x :author ?doc
(14) }

4

Processing other languages

In this section we show that the principles presented above enable to integrate
smoothly other languages.
INRIA
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SPARQL and XSLT

Using the same design pattern as XPath, we provide an xslt function (2) to
process XML documents with XSLT stylesheets. It can be used as preprocessing
for further XPath interrogation (3) as shown in the example below.
(1) select *
(2)
xslt(?doc, "style.xsl") as ?tree
(3)
xpath(?tree, "//title/text()") as ?title
(4) where {
(5)
?x :author ?doc
(6) }
A generic use case consists in using an RDFa extractor stylesheet3 to extract
RDF triples from an XHTML document within SPARQL. An even more generic
use case consists in getting the XLST transformation by means of a GRDDL
[Gan07] declaration as shown below. First we show a document with a GRDDL
profile (02) and a link to a transformation (04, 05). Then we show a query that
retrieves the transformation (09) and applies it (10):
(01)
(02)
(03)
(04)
(05)
(06)

<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
<head profile="http://www.w3.org/2003/g/data-view">
<title>Commentarii de Bello Gallico</title>
<link rel="transformation" href=
"http://ns.inria.fr/grddl/rdfa/2008/05/05/RDFa2RDFXML.xsl"/>
</head>
...
(07) </html>
(08)
(09)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)

4.2

select *
xpath(?doc, "//link[@rel=’transformation’]/@href") as ?xsl
xslt(?doc, ?xsl) as ?rdf
where {
?x :author ?doc
filter(xpath(?doc,
"/html/head[@profile = ’http://www.w3.org/2003/g/data-view’]"))
}

XSLT and SPARQL

In addition, our xslt function that runs an XSLT stylesheet enables this stylesheet
to evaluate a SPARQL query, and integrate the result of the query as a DOM
tree within the stylesheet processing. Hence, it is possible to use XPath and
XSLT within SPARQL and use SPARQL within XSLT. An example of such
transformation is shown below, with a call to the server:sparql function (6)
inside xslt:
(1) <xsl:param name=’engine’ />
(2) <xsl:variable name=’query’>
3 http://ns.inria.fr/grddl/rdfa
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(3) select * where {?x ?p ?y}
(4) </xsl:variable>
(5) <xsl:variable name=’res’
(6)
select=’server:sparql($engine, $query)’/>
(7) <xsl:apply-templates select=’$res’ />

4.3

Nested SPARQL

We have designed a function that enables us to compute a nested query inside
a SPARQL query. The result is a sequence of values, like for XPath. The result
is cached in order to optimize query processing, i.e. it is computed once. In
the query below, we compute dynamically a collection of graph URI using the
nested sparql function (2) that is bound to variable s:
(1) select *
(2)
sparql("select ?s where { PAT1 }") as ?s
(3) where {
(4)
graph ?g { PAT2 } . filter(?g = ?s)
(5) }
A use case for nested queries consists in storing SPARQL queries into RDF
metadata, retrieving them using a pattern and computing the queries on the fly.
Embedded queries may represent validity conditions for metadata or predefined
queries, stored in RDF, that are part of a Semantic Web application. Note that
SPARQL queries may also be stored in XML documents and retrieved using
XPath. The query below shows the retrieval of a query (2) from RDF and its
execution (3).
(1) select * where {
(2)
?x :query ?query
(3)
filter(sparql(?query))
(4) }

4.4

Nested SQL

We have seen that we can retrieve information from XML documents. We show
now that, using the same design pattern, we can retrieve data from relational
database using SQL. We have designed an extension that enables to compute
a nested SQL query within a SPARQL query. This is done by means of a
sql() function that returns a sequence of sequence results, one sequence for
each variable of the SQL select clause. We have designed a syntactic extension
to SPARQL select clause that enables to bind the result sequence elements to
a list of variables. In the example below (6), variable gene is bound to the
sequence of values of the first variable of the SQL query and variable value is
bound to the sequence of values of the second variable.
(1) prefix db: &lt;jdbc:derby://localhost:1527/&gt;
(2) select *
(3)
sql(db:DBTest,
INRIA
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(4)
"SELECT distinct gene, value FROM EXPVALUES
(5)
WHERE value < 100 AND gene < ’g10’")
(6)
as (?gene, ?value)
(7) where {
(8)
?g :value ?val
(9)
filter(?val = ?value)
(10) }
In addition, it is possible to construct RDF triples with data coming from a
relational database by using construct (02) with sql (06) as shown below.
(01)
(02)
(03)
(04)
(05)
(06)
(07)
(08)
(09)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

prefix db: &lt;jdbc:derby://localhost:1527/&gt;
construct {
?gene :reference ?value
}
select *
sql(db:DBTest,
"SELECT distinct gene, value FROM EXPVALUES
WHERE value < 100 AND gene < ’g10’")
as (?gene, ?value)
where {
?g :value ?val
filter(?val = ?value)
}

5

Implementation

We present the implementation of this work within the Corese Semantic Web
Factory.

5.1

SPARQL Filter evaluator

The XPath function returns a sequence of values corresponding to the list of
nodes found in the XML document. It is then natural to compare SPARQL
expressions with XPath expressions in filters. But as XPath expressions return
sequences of values, it is necessary to define new evaluation rules for filters.
To handle sequences of values, we have introduced a new datatype, in addition to standard SPARQL datatypes, which is a sequence of datatype values.
Currently, our xpath implementation returns sequences of xsd:string as well
as rdf:XMLLiteral. However, we may extend xpath to return other datatypes
such as integers, dates, etc.
The SPARQL filter evaluator has been extended in the spirit of XPath.
When evaluating an expression, if both values to be compared are sequences of
values, then the comparison will be true if and only if there is a value in the first
sequence and a value in the second sequence such that the result of performing
the comparison on the two values is true using SPARQL standard evaluation
rules. If one value to be compared is a sequence and the other is a single value,
then the comparison will be true if and only if there is a value in the sequence
such that the result of performing the comparison on the two values is true.
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The same rule applies with Boolean functions that are sequence aware. A
function applied on a sequence of values evaluates to true if and only if there is
a value in the sequence such that the function evaluates to true when applied
on that value.
When applying a sequence aware function that is not Boolean to a sequence
of values, the function is applied to every elements of the sequence and the result
is a new sequence built with the result values in the same order. Sequence aware
operations currently are:
 Operators: = != < <= >= >
 Boolean functions: regex, sameTerm
 Functions: uri, cast (e.g.

xsd:integer)

The values returned by the xpath function currently are of xsd:string or
rdf:XMLLiteral datatypes and we can cast them using sequence aware cast
functions, e.g. xsd:integer, xsd:date.
It must be noted that this extension does not change the semantics of
SPARQL graph match because it is realized by means of a new datatype (i.e.
sequence of datatype values) that appears only within filter evaluation. The
sequence datatype does not appear within triples in the body of the query.

5.2

Corese Implementation

The implementation is done within the Corese4 Semantic Factory [CFZ07, Cor08].
Corese is an implementation of RDF, RDFS, part of OWL Lite, SPARQL and
RDF Rules, based on the Conceptual Graphs paradigm [Sow84, CM92]. It may
be used to build Semantic Web Servers using the Sewese/Semtags factory5 .
These factories have been used to design and develop the SweetWiki6 Semantic
Wiki and more than 20 applications.
We use the Java 1.6 XPath7 (XPath 1.0) and XSLT8 packages as well as the
Apache Derby database9 that is available with Java 1.6.
The parsing of XML documents as DOM and the evaluation of XPath are
time consuming. Hence, we have designed a cache in order to store the DOM
tree of parsed documents during SPARQL query evaluation. In addition, we
cache the evaluation of XPath expressions in such a way that two successive
evaluations of the same expression on the same document return the same result
without recomputing it. A similar cache is available for nested SPARQL and
SQL queries.
All that is presented in this paper is running within Corese and we now
present an application that uses these extensions.
4 http://www.inria.fr/sophia/edelweiss/software/corese
5 http://www.inria.fr/sophia/edelweiss/wiki/wakka.php?wiki=Sewese
6 http://www.inria.fr/sophia/edelweiss/wiki/wakka.php?wiki=SweetWiki
7 javax.xml.xpath
8 javax.xml.transform
9 http://db.apache.org/derby
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Application

In this section we present an application that is carried out in the framework of
the BioMarker10 collaborative project with biologists. The aim of this project is
to support biologists in the validation of their experiments using Semantic Web
technologies and especially semantic annotations generated from texts. In fact,
a major need of biologists is to access knowledge described in natural language
texts. This knowledge is essential for checking, validating and enriching new
research work. Mining this literature is one way to detect relevant information
and generate semantic annotations on documents in order to facilitate their
search. Our aim is to generate a structured annotation based on UMLS (Unified
Medical Language System) [HL93] that describes the semantic content of a
text, analyzing the content of the textual document (i.e. a scientific paper).
This annotation describes interactions between genes/proteins and other UMLS
concepts.
The generation of such annotations is decomposed into two steps described
below. We will focus on the second step which uses our extensions.

6.1

Relations and concepts detection

We used MeatAnnot [KDKB07] to detect instances of UMLS concepts and relations in a text. MeatAnnot uses NLP (Natural Language Processing) tools
GATE [CMBT02], TreeTagger [Sch94] and developed extensions dedicated to
extraction of semantic relations and concepts describing the biomedical domain.
These extensions use (i) JAPE [CMBT02], a language based on regular expressions, to write grammars allowing to extract all instances of each relation (such
as play role, expressed in, disrupt, etc.) and (ii) the UMLS Knowledge Server
to detect instances of concepts (biological terms such as gene names, diseases,
etc. and information about these terms).

6.2

Annotation generation

The purpose here is to link each detected relationship with the appropriate
instances of detected UMLS concepts and to generate an RDF annotation. We
used the result of the RASP [BCW06] NLP tool applied to each sentence of
the document, combined to the instances of UMLS relationships and concepts
detected on these sentences. RASP is a domain-independent, robust parsing
system for English. We build XML trees which are abstract syntax parse trees
coming from transformations of the RASP/MeatAnnot results. Each XML tree
is associated with a verbal group of the sentence.
For each relationship defined in our ontology, we add information about its
grammatical characteristics in texts (subjects, verbs, adjectives, etc.).
The example shown below is an RDF document that embeds XML fragments. It is obtained by an XSL transformation that simplifies, restructures
and renames a RASP result and integrates instances and properties identified
by the MeatAnnot NLP tool. The RDF/XML document is the result obtained
after processing the sentence shown below:
Wnt proteins play important roles in cartilage development.
10 http://www.inria.fr/sophia/edelweiss/wiki/wakka.php?wiki=Projects
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<rt:Document>
<rt:has_phrase rdf:parseType="Resource">
<rt:label>Wnt proteins play important roles
in cartilage development.
</rt:label>
<!-- Linguistic analysis by RASP -->
<rt:tags rdf:parseType="Literal">
<phrase>
<subject>
<label>proteins</label>
<mod><label>Wnt</label></mod>
</subject>
<verb>
<label>play</label>
</verb>
<object>
<label>roles</label>
<mod>
<label>important</label>
</mod>
<mod>
<label>in</label>
<object>
<label>development</label>
<mod>
<label>cartilage</label>
</mod>
</object>
</mod>
</object>
</phrase>
</rt:tags>
</rt:has_phrase>
</rt:Document>
The query below, when applied to the RDF/XML document presented above,
detects which instances of UMLS concepts are linked by a relationship and it
generates an annotation describing this interaction. In this case, two points can
justify mixing SPARQL/XPath and RDF/XML:
1. consulting the ontology to select the property according to its description
(the property play role according to the verb play).
2. checking that instances (the subject-concept sc) exist with the right type
according to the property signature (the domain of the relationship in this
example).
prefix rt: <http://ns.inria.fr/edelweiss/rasptag#>
prefix fun: <function://corese.functions.Fun>
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construct {
?sc ?pr ?oc
}
where {
?doc rt:has_phrase ?ph
?ph rt:tags ?tree
<!-- subject-concept detection-->
?sc rdf:type ?sctype
?sc rt:label ?sl
filter (fun:match(?sl,
xpath(?tree, "/phrase/subject//label/text()")))
<!-- object-concept detection-->
?oc rt:label ?ol
filter (fun:match(?ol,
xpath(?tree, "/phrase/object//label/text()")))
<!-- relationship detection-->
?pr rdfs:domain ?sctype
?pr rt:is_defined_by [ rt:verb ?vl ]
filter (fun:match(?vl,
xpath(?tree, "/phrase/verb//label/text()")))
}
The function fun:match(word, listOfWords) returns true if all the terms
composing the string word exist in the sequence of values listOfWords. The
generated annotation is:
<umls:Organ_or_Tissue_Function rdf:about=
’http://ns.inria.fr/bio/cart_dev’/>
<umls:Gene_or_Protein rdf:about=
’http://ns.inria.fr/bio/Wnt_protein’>
<umls:play_role rdf:resource=
’http://ns.inria.fr/bio/cart_dev’/>
</umls:Gene_or_Protein>
In the example above, we presented the use of the extensions on a single
sentence; the same treatment can be performed on whole documents in order
to generate rich annotations used to improve the information retrieval task. We
can also process more complex sentences containing, for example, (i) linguistic
variations (’cartilage development’ vs ’development of cartilage’ ), (ii) conjunctions (and/or) and (iii) passive forms (cartilage development is affected by Wnt
proteins). The interest of our approach is to perform complex treatment using
a single/simple query.
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Related work

In addition to XSLT [Cla99] and XQuery [W3C07] that would enable querying
RDF and XML altogether, we have identified related work shown below.
The closest work that we have found in the literature is SPAT [Pru07],
SPARQL Annotations. SPAT allows associations between RDF terms and information in an XML document by adding XPaths to SPARQL triple patterns.
SPAT statements can be seen as patterns to generate RDF annotations in the
context of an XML document and conversely. It is not clear whether SPAT can
be used in a query when there is no XML document in context.
SparqPlug: Generating Linked Data from Legacy HTML, SPARQL and the
DOM [CHM08]. This work aims at treating XML DOM as a data source to be
queried using SPARQL. Authors propose a scheme to systematically translate
DOM tree to RDF graph using a predefined set of predicates such as subNodes,
hasAttributes, etc. Then they generate a SPARQL query to extract target data
from the generated RDF graph. This is another way of integrating XML within
RDF.
Translating XPath Queries into SPARQL Queries: This work is similar to
SparqPlug described above [DFG+ 07].
XSPARQL [AKKP07] is a merge of SPARQL statements into XQuery. A
special f or binding statement is introduced to bind results coming from a
SPARQL nested query to XQuery variables. The result of an XSPARQL query
can also be a construct clause. The implementation relies on an XQuery interpreter and a SPARQL interpreter. As far as we understand, it enables to query
RDF using SPARQL within XQuery but not to query XML within SPARQL.
Embedding SPARQL into XQuery/XSLT [GGL+ 08]: SPARQL is integrated
as is in XQuery with a binding statement to retrieve SPARQL results and binds
them to variables of the host language. It is similar to XSPARQL, although
it seems not to process construct. The integration in XSLT is similar and it is
possible to bind the results to XSLT variables. In our approach, the result of a
SPARQL query in XSLT is returned as SPARQL Query Results XML Format.
XSLT+SPARQL: Scripting the Semantic Web with SPARQL embedded into
XSLT Stylesheets [BLH08]. This work is very similar to our integration of
SPARQL into XSLT using external function call, the result of the query is also
processed as XML Result Format.
In conclusion, none of these works enable to process XML directly within
SPARQL, although they propose functionalities that are related to our vision.
It is is clear that integrating XML and RDF processing is crucial and up to
date.

8

Conclusion and future work

We have presented extensions of SPARQL for the Semantic Web of Data implemented within the Corese Semantic Factory. We can use XPath and XSLT
within SPARQL, SPARQL within XSLT. We have proposed extensions to SPARQL such as evaluable expressions in the select clause, construct with such
select and sequence of values by means of a new datatype. In addition, using the same design pattern, we are able to integrate nested SPARQL queries
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and nested SQL queries. We plan to integrate XQuery using another external
function.
We are testing these principles in text mining and NLP applications to generate semantic metadata from text in the context of the BioMarker project.
The goal is to process XML abstract syntax parse trees from NLP tools such as
GATE and RASP and to generate semantic annotations.
In conclusion, this work is a powerful step towards the seamless integration
of RDF and XML processing on the Semantic Web of Data. All that is presented
in this paper is implemented within the Corese Semantic Factory.
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